
Line Life, I that not gt around think
1:I go by corridor, all laugh . Laugh I why not mum? Huge sense of humor beguile, so, it can bypass should and go further. I enter for chamber and all look on I, somewhere it beguile and I will go further. Sometime there was not so, I was hesitant . I feared , that as I will say something be it evil. I have apprehended, that I was mistaken and I have recovered . 
*Sometime it is necessary to apprehend, that people think different thing, but it suffices it know me that about it . And if anybody has said that it is necessary be go it further bitch, other people say that on it unlooking. 
R:So, here, I am! I am certain ultra and be mums intention such. Now there is me well and let's become so. Changes not buoy, but about I past buoy. Forget sometimes, time already. I do not commit same errors already, I surmount barriers. I move shortest always expensive and already nothing not buoy. Because say time already directly that I that not get around think. 
2:In school already well, in house too. I am good for it  friend too. All should admire that make for it for they I completely, am I? Probably, rather, surely so! I can make it want that, and mum hope that everything imitate!  As anybody says something me, and it is forget it it about bad try it poprostu. There is so best. 
R:So, here, I am! I am certain ultra and be mums intention such. Now there is me well and let's become so. Changes not buoy, but about I past buoy. Forget sometimes, time already. I do not commit same errors already, I surmount barriers. I move shortest always expensive and already nothing not buoy. Because say time already directly that I that not get around think.
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